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Charlotte’s life story and issues…
Borrowing aspects from another genre - Folk and the Suzuki Method

Suzuki - to learn to play before you learn to read (Comeau, 2016)

Performance anxiety

Goal to have the same feeling I have playing folk music from memory 
when performing solo on the bassoon

Learning by ear = memorisation 



 Project Aims

- Learn by ear
- Use principles of the Suzuki Method and Folk music to learn and perform 

classical music
- Reduce Music Performance Anxiety

Can I increase my self-efficacy by learning by ear and performing by memory?



Learning by Ear - Method

Suzuki Method  - playing along with your teacher or recording

- Singing parts to remember the sound of intervals and make musical phrasing 
and breaths

- Muscle memory, trusting the body

Folk music - Playing along with teacher, listening, and copying in sessions or 
recordings



Learning by Ear - Method
Bassoon repertoire - act like my own teacher by singing or 
playing short sections, then copying by ear

- Playing along with recordings (both solo bassoonists and 
orchestra excerpts with the orchestra recording)

Multiple practice sessions throughout the day to enhance 
productivity and long term memory. (Boucké, 2022)

(Mozart, W.A. 1990)



Self- Efficacy (SE)
Not the actual result, but the way I believe I can handle a specific situation. 
Personal beliefs about how you can learn and carry out a skill (McPherson, 2006)

“Self-efficacy reflects confidence in the ability to exert control over one's own motivation, behaviour, and 
social environment.” (Bandura, 1997)

I would like to have higher SE in situation B, to trust in my body that I have practiced enough 
and am capable of physically playing the bassoon, by borrowing features from situation A.

SE example A: I have high self-efficacy when playing violin in folk music settings. 
SE example B: I have low SE when playing the bassoon alone or with piano and in some orchestral 
situations.



Deliberate Play and Deliberate Practice

Deliberate Play:
- Practice in a relaxed way where the brain does not need to focus 100% on playing the (right) notes.
- Gives the freedom to focus on the music, trusting the body to play
- Mimics the distraction of a performance = test how you will perform
- It is okay to make mistakes

Ericsson, (2016)
Klickstein, 2009).

Deliberate practice:
- Takes very high levels of intense concentration
- Cannot be used for long periods of time
- Practice specific skills to work towards specific goals

Boucké, (2022)
Kageyama, (2022)
Holmshaw, (2020)



Variation on Learning by ear - Stravinsky Wind Octet

- Learning the rhythm and beats by ear
- Helped me to understand the music and remember how it goes, when the 

melody is confusing to follow and remember

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g
Nt_2KJIraefVYLMDGTpu5bNMT
x9odqo/view?usp=sharing

(Stravinsky, 1952)



Potential problems

- Too much ‘play’ and not enough ‘practice’
- Effective for learning the music, but not technique
- Need to be careful to still focus on the music, not just playing correct notes
- Be open minded - playing right notes from memory does not = success

(Green, The Inner Game of Music, 1986)

- Practicing by memory and then performing with music is dangerous!

(Tchaikovsky, 1933)



Conclusion
Learning by ear is an efficient learning method

- Best used in conjunction with other practice methods

Performing from memory reduces my Music Performance 
Anxiety

- But slow to prepare thoroughly enough, so not 
practical for all performances
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